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EO4wildlife Project Overview
EO4wildlife main objective is to bring large number of multidisciplinary scientists such as biologists,
ecologists and ornithologists around the world to collaborate closely together while using European
Sentinel Copernicus Earth Observation more heavily and efficiently.
In order to reach such important objective, an open service platform and interoperable toolbox will be
designed and developed. It will offer high level services that can be accessed by scientists to perform their
respective research. The platform front end will be easy-to-use, access and offer dedicated services that
will enable them process their geospatial environmental stimulations using Sentinel Earth Observation data
that are intelligently combined with other observation sources.
Specifically, the EO4wildlife platform will enable the integration of Sentinel data, ARGOS archive databases
and real time thematic databank portals, including Wildlifetracking.org, Seabirdtracking.org, and other
Earth Observation and MetOcean databases; locally or remotely, and simultaneously.
EO4wildlife research specialises in the intelligent management big data, processing, advanced analytics and
a Knowledge Base for wildlife migratory behaviour and trends forecast. The research will lead to the
development of web-enabled open services using OGC standards for sensor observation and
measurements and data processing of heterogeneous geospatial observation data and uncertainties.
EO4wildlife will design, implement and validate various scenarios based on real operational use case
requirements in the field of wildlife migrations, habitats and behaviour. These include:




Management tools for regulatory authorities to achieve real-time advanced decision-making on the
protection of protect seabird species;
Enhancing scientific knowledge of pelagic fish migrations routes, reproduction and feeding
behaviours for better species management; and
Setting up tools to assist marine protected areas and management.

Abbreviations and Glossary
A common glossary of terms for all EO4wildlife deliverables, as well as a list of abbreviations, can be found
in the public document “EO4wildlife Glossary” available at EO4wildlife.eu.
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Executive Summary
This document gives an overview of the system architecture and components of the EO4wildlife system.
The document describes the architecture of the SparkInData platform, in which the EO4wildlife system is
hosted. After the description of some concepts, the SparkInData components used by the EO4wildlife
system are introduced.
Then, some specific components required in the EO4wildlife context are introduced. The front-end
components are described in this part.
Finally, in the last section of the document, operational scenarios are described in details according to the
use cases identified in the D1.1 use case scenarios v1 [1].
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1 Platform architecture overview
EO4wildlife system is hosted in the SparkInData platform, which offers a set of core services for data
discovery, data ingestion, process integration and execution. The SparkInData Platform, also known as
Smart Elastic Enriched Earth Data (SEEED), is a generic system for providing an Earth data dedicated Cloud
platform, infrastructure and services. This platform will give data, software or platform providers as well as
consumers in the Earth observation data market:
 a set of Earth observation data related generic tools from which complex (and more specific)
services may be built
 an infrastructure to compose, test, run and monitor Earth observation data analysis services
 a market place available to publish or browse Earth observation products
This section describes the main concepts and system components of the SparkInData platform to be used in
the EO4wildlife context.

1.1 Concepts
1.1.1 Data – Metadata – Product
The SparkInData platform offers an infrastructure to compose, test, run and monitor Earth observation
data analysis services.
Data correspond to both Auxiliary data and Products.
This data is described through a set of Metadata. Metadata is a description of the product: that is data
about the data. Metadata is used for cataloging and data discovery.

1.1.2 Application – Service
The term service in SparkInData context means an application.
In this context, EO4wildlife is a SparkInData application or service.

1.1.3 Processing service
A processing service (or service) in EO4wildlife context is a geospatial process compliant with the Web
Processing Service (WPS) standard from the OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium).

1.1.4 User – Group – Entity
Users are either physical persons or represent automated systems accesses that are individually traceable
through the system. Access to the system is granted to users after a login and authentication process.
Each user on the SparkInData system belongs to a single Entity, which represent a legal entity (company,
governmental or non-governmental organization…) having a postal address, payment data…
Each entity has a Private Area (directories) accessible for all its users. The entity is responsible for defining
access rights to resources available inside this privative area to its users.
Each user has also access to a privative workspace where only she/he will be able to access resources.
A special entity Operator is associated to the platform operator. There is only one such entity on any
SparkInData platform. This Entity is responsible for the SparkInData platform setup, configuration and
operations.
Other entities are either:
 Partners that provide data, software or services on the platform.
EO4wildlife.eu
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Final User entity who use services (and data) available on the market place from partners or
operator.

Each entity will define users with the following functional type:
 Administrators : they are responsible for administration/supervision tasks relative to entities’ or
the whole system operations
 Technicians : they are responsible for developing, configuring, testing and setting-up services or
applications for an entity or the whole system
 Functionals : they use the functional part of the system and are the “real” end users of their
entities.
Depending on the entity’s nature and user’s functional type, various actions are accessible or not through
access controls.

1.2 Architectural overview of the SparkInData platform
See [3] about SparkInData Architecture Elements

1.2.1 Global platform architecture
SparkInData global architecture is depicted on ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.. It is
organized on 3 functional groups of elements:
 A Storage zone : grouping mutualized storage capabilities
 A Compute zone : grouping mutualized calculation intensive components
 A Service zone: grouping services (see 1.1.2).

Figure 1: Global SparkInData architecture
On this figure one can also visualize the entities’ private areas (see 1.1.3) in which resources are isolated
from the outside world.
Services deployed on nodes inside the private area, communicate with external services through usage of
the platform client REST API.
In order to provide intra private area POSIX file protocol usage, a special (non REST) channel is opened on
the distributed file system. This access is still preserving private area isolation: one service of private area A
cannot access a file of private area B.
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1.2.2 Infrastructure
Infrastructure services are provided by the Helix Nebula platform. Slipstream is used at PaaS (Platform as a
service) level. A PaaS is a kind of cloud computing services that provides a platform and the environment to
enable developers/technicians to develop, run and manage theirs applications.
The use of Slipstream at PaaS level allows usage of any cloud in the Helix Nebula consortium as an
infrastructure (as long as the appropriate Slipstream connector exists). This allows SparkInData to even be
usable in a hybrid, multi-cloud context.

1.2.3 Platform
The PaaS is based on Kubernetes (K8S) and Yarn and augmented by dedicated SparkInData layer: Service
Management.
The Service Management (described in [5]) is responsible for deploying applications on SaaS mode and
managing them (auto scaling, load balancing, monitoring and decommission on user request).
SaaS, Software as a Service, is a software distribution model in which applications are remotely hosted and
accessible by the user through the internet.

1.2.4 Main components
The following table represents SparkInData main components:
Component

Function

Security Service

Register users, their roles, groups and access rights
Ensures users authentication and enforces data (and services) access control

Processing Pipeline

Control and monitor the chaining of a user defined WPS services chain

Data management
service

Ensures the “import” into the system of various data sets contributed by providers
or produced during analysis into the system (data watchers, data cataloguing…).

Service management

Enable the creation and the control of application deployment, scaling and
operations on the platform

Resource Management

Control resources (VMs) deployment, scaling and operations of the platform

Data Storage service

Ensures and secures persistent data storage for the system.

Semantic Web Toolkit

Ensures linked data storage, access to RDF resources and mechanisms to define
lightweight access control policies for graph stores

Market place

Provides common place of exchange for publishing, selling, browsing applications.
This is SparkInData front end interface to the system.

Billing service

Controls how a product is sold on the market place and payments for its usage

Spark as a Service

Execute and Control Spark Jobs through a web service

Table 1: Main components of SparkInData

1.3 Data management services
Data discovery for EO4wildlife system consists in both metadata and data handling (see 1.1.1). It relies on
data access core services provided by the SparkInData platform. As described in deliverable [2], the core
services available in SparkInData platform and their interactions are summarized in the following figure.
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Figure 2: SparkInData core services for data discovery and management overview
The following core services are available in SparkInData platform:


Watching Service, to regularly get metadata from external catalogues through a dedicated
connector for each catalogue.



Cataloguing Service, to manage SparkInData internal Catalogue, which must be synchronized with
Data provider catalogues;



Ingestion Service, to perform the actual data ingestion from data provider sources



Data Management Service, to poll Cataloguing Service for new changes and to ask Ingestion service
for actual data.

1.3.1 Watching service
See dedicated document [7] about SparkInData watching service design.
The goal of the watching service is to maintain and consolidate a catalog of product available on data
providers and reachable through the platform. For this purpose, the watching service tracks changes on
data providers and notify the catalogue service about those changes.
In the above mentioned document [7], the different tracking change events mode (pull and push) are
introduced as well as the way to trigger a job to be done by the watching service to make the changes
visible on the catalogue (manual command or periodic tick when in pull mode or pushed notification when
pushed mode). The service design is detailed in this document.
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1.3.2 Data ingestion service
The aim of the ingestion service is to be able to upload data files from different data sources and write
them temporarily to the SparkInData data store (distributed file system) in parallel, using ingestion jobs
launched on-demand.
See dedicated document [6] about SparkInData ingestion service design.

1.4 Processing service
Several means are provided by the SparkInData platform to design and execute services workflows, also
named processing pipelines. Each one of them provides a different level of flexibility and requires from the
processing developer more or less time to integrate its piece of software into the platform. The WPS
Processing Pipeline Service is one of these solutions. It aims to make as simple as possible the integration of
a given processing block (or processing service) and expose it through a WPS interface.
The data processing pipeline service makes use of the WPS standard 1.0, with some additional
functionalities part of the WPS 2.0. The WPS version used may be upgraded in later version of the platform.
The WPS standard (version 2.0) enables in particular:


To document processes and make them discoverable.



To monitor the execution of the process (execute synchronously or asynchronously, dismiss the
WPS process)



To chain processing services with processing blocks

The following schema presents an overview of data processing integration and orchestration in
SparkInData.
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Figure 3: SparkInData data processing overview
More information can be found in SparkInData processing pipeline service design document [4].
The guidelines of the processing pipeline service presented in the above mentioned document are:


The definition of new processes. It defines the way technicians define new services by giving the
processing specifications (name, description, input, output, Docker image to execute). In order to
be integrated to the platform, technicians provide processes as a Docker image. Docker is an open
source project to automate the deployment of applications inside containers. Containers wrap up a
piece of software in a complete filesystem that contains everything it needs to run. It allows
building an application without worrying about the environment it will run in. For more information
about Docker, see https://www.docker.com/



The definition of service inputs



The definition of service outputs



The deployment and execution of a process

1.5 Semantic Web Toolkit
The semantic web toolkit is a set of semantic components providing various functionalities:


The linked data storage module is the Database Management System (DBMS) for data modelled
using RDF



The ontology editor module used for the creation and the manipulation of ontologies



The data to triple module used to transform data into a semantic representation

EO4wildlife.eu
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The linked open data API defines and implements the entire Restful interface that allows external
actors to interact with the linked data graphs

More information can be found in SparkInData web semantic service design document [8].

1.6 Application management service
See dedicated document [5] about the SparkInData Service management architecture elements.
The service management service is responsible for deploying applications on user demand on SparkInData
PaaS. It also ensures that the application deployment will follow SparkInData PaaS rules and limitations on
users’ and application’ access to actions (not all actions are allowed to all users for service management)
and resources (resource access is, limited, monitored and billed for each user and entity). As illustrated in
the Figure 4, end-users only access service management REST API and do not interact with the Docker
orchestrator (Kubernetes) directly.
1

USER PRIVATE
DOCKER REGISTRY

User pushes his
Docker images to
SEEED

DATA EXCHANGE
WITH DATA
PROVIDERS AND
OTHER EO
PLATFORMS

SEEED PUBLIC
DOCKER REGISTRY

REST

5

2

User defines his
application
components

REST

3

Kubernetes pulls the
needed images
directly from the
registry

KUBERNETES
API

VM CLUSTER

REST

Control Application
Deployment

4

SM creates needed
Kubernetes concepts

REST

USER
DEVELOPEMENT
SPACE

SERVICE
MANAGEMENT (SM)

SEEED

Figure 4: Service management service integration in SparkInData architecture
The Service Management service enables Application Developers/Technicians to create and modify
application definitions (step 2 in Figure 4). The functional users can list, deploy and access applications
status (step 3 in Figure 4).
SparkInData website interacts with the service manager to give a graphical user interface for end-users.
Service management service is also responsible of theme management. The applications are classified into
Services into Business oriented groups (Oceanography, Energy, Tools, etc.).
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2 EO4wildlife dedicated components
2.1 Data access components
This section describes dedicated EO4wildlife components used for metadata and data access: access to
external catalogues, specific data ingestion.

2.1.1 Upload data coming from an external platform
The end user is logged into a thematic platform, selects the data and requests for data access credentials
from the thematic platform.
In order to be available as input for service execution, this data must be accessible to the user through the
EO4wildlife platform, that means inside the user’s private workspace.
Two options are available:


Option1 : thematic platform provides an automatic data transfer
In this case, thematic platform provides a command to automatically push data files into
EO4wildlife user private workspace.
This command could for example be triggered by a HMI button on thematic portal “Push data to
EO4wildlife”.



Option2 : user uploads manually data to EO4wildlife platform
In this case, thematic platform provides a hyperlink to EO4wildlife platform.
The user uses it to connect into EO4wildlife website and access a menu to upload a product from its
local files.
Files are stored into EO4wildlife user private workspace.



Option3: the external platform exposes a download interface or REST download interface and in
such case, the user enters the parameters for the data to extract (list of ARGOS program and
beacon ids for a time window).

Once data is available in user private workspace, service can be run through EO4wildlife website, with all
graphical facilities to fill input data, auxiliary data and parameters.
The following sequence diagram summarizes these interactions:
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:End user

:Thematic
platform

:EO4wildlife
platform

End user is logged in on
thematic platform
select_and_request_access_to(data)
data_access_ok()

alt

[option1 : thematic platform provides automatic data transfer]
push_to_eo4wildlife(data)
push(data,user login)
save_to_user_private_space(data, user)

[option2 : manual upload of the product]
save_as_local_file(file_path)
data_as_file()

click(EO4wildlife hyperlink)
go_to(EO4wildlife URL)
website_display()
connect(EO4wildlife user credentials)
notify(connected)
upload_product(file_path)
save_to_user_private_space(data, user)

data is available on EO4wildlife
inside user private space

Figure 5: Sequence diagram – upload product

2.1.2 Data connectors for watching and ingestion of data from external catalog
The ingestion and watching of external catalogues can be performed through the main components
introduced in section 1.3 and through some dedicated connectors for the external catalogue that can be
accessed.
Generic connectors for OpenSearch and CSW standards and specifically PEPS are implemented in the
SparkInData platform. A FTP connector will be available too. This connector will help the ingestion and
watching of some of the known catalogues to be used for the EO4wildlife use cases like Aviso and CERSAT
Ifremer. Data from CMEMS will be used for the use cases too. For this purpose a specific connector will be
implemented allowing watching and ingesting data from CMEMS.
The table below analyses the connectors’ type for the data identified to be used for the use cases in D1.1
[1]. Two types of data are introduced here: static data (not updated anymore) and dynamic data
(frequently updated). The watching connectors correspond to the way of retrieving metadata automatically
whenever available and the way of updating the metadata in case of dynamic data. In case of static data,
EO4wildlife.eu
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the product can be added manually if no connector is available to retrieve the metadata. The ingestion
connectors correspond to the effective download of the product.
This list and the associated connectors are going to evolve depending on the uses cases specifications.
Other connectors could be added if new external catalogues are identified to be used in the EO4wildlife
project.
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product name

catalogue/URL
Dynamic/static Connector for watching Connector type for ingestion
http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/madt-h-uv.html
Static
FTP
Absolute Dynamic Topography (aka Sea Surface Height above geoid)
http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/madt-h-uv.html
Dynamic
FTP
FTP
Bathymetry ETOPO1
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/global.html
Static
HTTP
Global Ocean, Ocean Colour Chlorophyll (daily observation)
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=OCEANCOLOUR_GLO_CHL_L3_NRT_OBSER
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Global Ocean, Ocean Colour Chlorophyll (Optimal Interpolation)
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=OCEANCOLOUR_GLO_CHL_L4_NRT_OBSER
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Global Surface Chlorophyll Concentration from Satellite observations (daily average)
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=OCEANCOLOUR_GLO_CHL_L3_REP_OBSER
Reprocessed L3 (ESA-CCI) (1997-2012)
Static
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Absolute Dynamic Topography (aka Sea Surface Height above geoid)

Net Primary Production
"Filaments" (convergence/divergence)

CLS ? Or http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/ocean.productivity/standard.product.php
Dynamic
http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/value-added-products/fsle-finite-size-lyapunov-exponents.html
Static
FTP

http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/msla-uv.html
Static
FTP
http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/msla-uv.html
Dynamic
FTP
FTP
currents (geostrophic) from Absolute Dynamic Topography
http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/madt-h-uv.html
Static
FTP
currents (geostrophic) from Absolute Dynamic Topography
http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/madt-h-uv.html
Dynamic
FTP
FTP
Global Observed Ocean Physics Temperature Salinity and Currents Reprocessing
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=GLOBAL_REP_PHYS_001_013
(1993-2012) (Armor 3D dataset)
Static
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Global Observed Ocean Physics Temperature Salinity Heights and Currents Processing
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=GLOBAL_ANALYSIS_PHYS_001_016
(Armor 3D dataset)
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Global Ocean OSTIA Diurnal Skin Sea Surface Temperature
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SST_GLO_SST_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_01
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Global Ocean OSTIA Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SST_GLO_SST_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_01
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Global Ocean OSTIA Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Reprocessed (1985-2007)
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SST_GLO_SST_L4_REP_OBSERVATIONS_01
Static
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Global Ocean Sea Surface Temperature L3 Observations
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SST_GLO_SST_L3S_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_0
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Blended Level 4 Gridded Mean Wind Fields
http://products.cersat.fr/details/?id=CER_WND_GLO_6H_025_BLD_QS
Static
FTP/WMS
Global Ocean Daily Gridded Sea Surface Winds from Scatterometer
http://products.cersat.fr/details/?id=CER_WND_GLO_1D_025_MWF_MA
Dynamic
FTP
FTP
Global Ocean Wind L4 Near real Time 6 hourly Observations
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT_OBSERVATION
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Sea Level Anomalies (aka Sea Surface Height above a mean sea surface)
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SEALEVEL_GLO_SLA_MAP_L4_NRT_OBSER
Dynamic
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
Sea Level Anomalies (aka Sea Surface Height above a mean sea surface)
http://marine.copernicus.eu/web/69-interactive-catalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SEALEVEL_GLO_SLA_MAP_L4_REP_OBSER
Static
Specific using Motu
Specific using Motu
10 metre U wind component
http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc/
Dynamic
To be defined
To be defined
currents (geostrophic) from Sea Level Anomalies
currents (geostrophic) from Sea Level Anomalies

10 metre V wind component
Mean sea level pressure
U wind component at pressure levels
V wind component at pressure levels
U wind component at model levels
V wind component at model levels

http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc/
http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc/
http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=pl/
http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=pl/
http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=ml/
http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=ml/

Optical image

https://peps.cnes.fr/

Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic

To be defined
To be defined
To be defined
To be defined
To be defined
To be defined

To be defined
To be defined
To be defined
To be defined
To be defined
To be defined

Opensearch

Opensearch

Table 2: Data connector analysis based on data selection analysis
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2.2 Front-end components
The main objective is to describe the front-end components as well as their main functionalities, the front
end´s design is focused to be intuitive to use and access by scientists. To reach this objective a ‘mock up’
application is designed; each module is developed following the Deliverable 1.1´s specifications. Figure 6
describes the first approach of the user interface; it can be divided in three main components:


Menu Toolbar: fixed on top, it allows the user navigation through the different modules. Depending
on the user´s role, the application will show different buttons that provides specific functionalities
for each role.



User Bookmark: designed to ease the access to the services/products that the user would like to
use/display. The bookmark could be hidden/shown thanks to a specific button.



Main Frame: the content will change depending on the user´s demand.

Figure 6: General appearance and main menu.

2.2.1 Generic functionalities
According to the Deliverable 1.1 (Use Case scenarios) [1], there are four different actors (user´s roles) who
will interact with the system. The following paragraphs will explain the use cases that can be triggered by
every user in the platform.

2.2.1.1 User - Private user workspace
The Private user workspace is designed to allow users to store and manage data (including external data)
and services output. A history of runs is available to display all the executions the user made, as well as an
archive file containing all information about the run. As can be seen in Figure 7, the application stores
everything the user needs.
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Figure 7: User private workspace

2.2.1.2 Discover modules
Discover services and discover products modules are designed to show all product/services published in
EO4wildlife catalogue (only validated services/products are shown by the system).
A search console is developed to essay the user request for any product/service that the user wants to
play/run. Once the user made a query, the interface shows the search criteria introduced and the number
of matching products.
For every product/service, several functionalities can be performed by the user (cf. Figure 8) such as
download, display function, etc.
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Figure 8: Discover Product module

2.2.1.3 Run Service module
Run service module is designed to allow the user (typically a service provider) to define and run a workflow
of services thanks to a graphical editor. Single services can be run directly in the map module. The user can
select the services/workflows he wants (previously added to the bookmark) and inputs into the editor (cf.
Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Run service overview
When the user adds a service/workflow or input to the editor, the system displays a modal window with
the parameters needed. Also services/inputs´ parameters can be edited (inputs/outputs etc.) or removed
once added into the editor (edit and remove button).
The image below (cf. Figure 11: Run Service module
) shows when the user just added an input into the editor. As can be seen, depending of the input/service
the user adds to the editor, the system shows the parameters needed.
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Figure 10: Add input to graphical editor (Run service overview)
In the case the user adds a service instead of an input, the system shows a modal window that allows the
user to enter the inputs added before to the editor (only the inputs that fits properly) and additional
parameters defined by the service if needed.
The system checks every input to ensure the parameters are properly introduced. In case of an error on a
field (bad format, mandatory field missing, etc.), an error message is displayed and the error field is marked
in red. Also, the time and the area of interest are computed automatically by the system according to the
user’s inputs.
If there are several instances of auxiliary data available for the same area and time of interest, the system
displays them (modal window) in order to allow the user to select one to process with.
Once the user finishes the workflow definition, the service can be run. A modal window is showed through
the run button, in this window the user can add the parameters/inputs defined before and run the service.
In addition, user can open the output into the map or save a temporary file (specified in “white paper”) into
the “user private workspace”.
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Figure 11: Run Service module

2.2.1.4 Display and online tools module
Products, auxiliary data and services output can be visualized in a web interface, the display for each layer
can be configured by the user (cf. Figure 12).
Also, several tools are provided by the system (depending on each scenario, different tools will be shown)
to perform additional operations, aiming to improve the results or representations generated by the
platform.
In addition, a toolbox is designed to provide the user an easy way to access to every service, workflow or
model he wants to run. The possibility to play with different algorithms/models is a friendly way to get an
idea of the service´s output before its formal implementation.
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Figure 12: Display and online tools module

2.2.2 Service Provider and Product Provider functionalities
The Service Provider and Product Provider can add metadata of a product/service into the EO4wildlife
catalogue through a metadata model. The system displays the different fields of the EO4wildlife metadata
product model (cf. Figure 13).
Product/Service provider can also manage the metadata which they have described before and check their
status. Sort functionalities and quick search are offered by the system to help the user to find metadata he
is looking for.
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Figure 13: Describe metadata module

2.2.2.1 Upload service module
Service provider can upload a service independently of its description. A table with all services uploaded
before is provided by the system, as well as sort and search functionalities. User can specify every single
parameter that the service will have in order to the service works properly (cf. Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Upload service module

2.2.3 Administrator functionalities
Administration tasks such as validate/invalidate metadata or manage users only can be performed by the
administrator´s role.

2.2.3.1 Validate/Invalidate metadata module
Validate/Invalidate module is divided in two main tabs (Product metadata and Service metadata).
Administrator can check the metadata for each product/service and change the state of them (cf. Figure
15). If a product/service is selected the system will show a modal window which contains all the metadata
information and the necessary controls to change the current state of the metadata.
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Figure 15: Validate/Invalidate metadata module

2.2.3.2 Manage users module
The administrator can access to every single user data, sort and search functionalities is provided in order
to be able to find the data that he is looking for.
As can be seen in Figure 16, the administrator manages (create/modify /delete) the users in the EO4wildlife
platform, the interface allows the administrator to view all users, their role and credentials.
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Figure 16: Manage users module

2.2.3.3 Test Service module
In order to verify the output of a service, the administrator can run a test before uploading it to the
platform and compare the results with the results provided by the service provider (cf. Figure 17). Also, the
administrator can access to each service through a table which offers sort and search functions.
The administrator can download the service and associated testing data to perform the test. The
comparison between effective and expected results could be performed through the system interface.

Figure 17: Test service module
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3 Operational scenarios
3.1 Overview
Each one of the use case described in D1.1 Use cases scenarios V1 [1] is detailed in the following sections
through a dedicated sequence diagram.

3.2 Describe and upload
3.2.1 Describe product (UC-DescProd)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for product description.
:Product provider

:EO4wildlife
platform

User is
connected
init_metadata_description()
empty_metadata_description_and_productID()

optional

[an external catalogue contains the product metadata]

alternative

[manual harvesting]

harvest(productID, externalCatalogueURL, credentials)
retrieve_product_metadata(productID, externalCatalogue,credentials)

[product is updated with predefined frequency]
harvest(productID, externalCatalogueURL, credentials, frequency)
retrieve_product_metadata(productID, externalCatalogue,credentials)

plan_regular_watching_job(productID, externalCatalogue, credentials, frequency)

fill_metadata(productID,product_metadata)

fill_metadata(productID, product_name,overview, full_description, product_provider_identification, category, downloadURL, displayURL, productLevel, projection, getSizeURL, extCredentials )

optional

[use common dictionnary]

check_metadata_attributes()
check(metadata)

optional

[Metadata attribute contains a URL]

validate_URL(URL)
check(URL)

add_product_to_catalogue(productID, metadata)
add_to_catalogue(productID, metadata)

notify_added()

Figure 18: Sequence diagram – describe product
Several scenarios exist in order to describe a product. Describing a product means adding metadata for this
product in catalog.
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An option for a product provider to describe a product is to retrieve the metadata from an external catalog.
In order to retrieve this metadata, the following information needs to be provided:
-

the identifier of the product to describe,

-

the external catalog URL from where the metadata should be retrieved ,

-

the credentials to access the external catalog.

The metadata form will then be pre-completed with the information retrieved.
In all cases, the product provider fills the metadata describing the product either from scratch or based on
the metadata retrieved (EO4-FCT-descProd-0060/T), described in the paragraph above. The metadata
required are compliant to the EO4wildlife metadata product model (EO4-FCT-DescProd-0050/T).
Some optional steps allow the product provider to validate the metadata attributes based on a common
dictionary.
Moreover, URLs are checked for validity (display URL, getDescription URL, download URL or external
catalogue URL).
In case of an error on a field (bad format or mandatory field missing) an error is displayed and the error
field is marked in red.
Finally, the product description is added in catalog in “ToValidate” (EO4-FCT-DescProd-0070/T) but it will be
available to all end users for discovery only once the administrator validates the metadata description. The
product provider can turn back the metadata to “Invalid” state (EO4-FCT-DescProd-0090/T).
The product metadata description can be saved temporarily in order to be completed later on by the
product provider. Moreover, it can be modified by the product provider (creator or same organization) at
any time (EO4-FCT-DescProd-0080/T).
Connection to a new external catalogue
For each external catalogue, a dedicated connector needs to be installed on EO4wildlife platform first.
If the product provider enters a new external catalogue, EO4wildlife system checks that such a connector is
available while validating the catalogue URL and a message is displayed to the product provider if this
connector is not present. In this last case, a request for the addition of a new connector needs to be
performed to the administrator.
External catalogue and automated metadata update
When metadata from external catalogue is updated regularly, the implemented connector performs a
regular watching job on the external catalogue in order to update the product metadata automatically
when changes are detected (EO4-FCT-DescProd-0100/T).

3.2.2 Describe service (UC-DescServ)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for service description.
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:Service provider

:EO4wildlife
platform

User is
connected

Service not
uploaded

init_metadata_description()
empty_metadata_description_and_serviceID()
fill_metadata(serviceID, service_name, input_product_description, parameters, output_product_formats, auxiliary_data, overview, full_description, category, type, required resources, level, duration, service provider identifier)
Each auxiliary data
contains :
- Protocol
- access URL
- access credentials

put_in_catalogue(serviceID, metadata)
store_service_metadata(serviceID, metadata, userInfo)

notify_added()

Figure 19: Sequence diagram – describe service
To describe a service, a service provider defines the metadata associated to the service. This metadata are
compliant with the EO4wildlife service metadata model (EO4-FCT-DescServ-0110/T). In case of an error on
a field (bad format, mandatory field an error is displayed and the error field is marked in red.
The service metadata is then added in catalog in “ToValidate” state (EO4-FCT-DescServ-0120/T) but it will
be available to all end users for discovery only once the administrator validates it. The service provider
cannot delete the service metadata but can turn it to “Invalid” state (EO4-FCT-DescServ-0140/T) (see 3.4.2).
The service metadata description can be saved temporarily in order to be completed later on by the service
provider. Moreover, it can be modified by the product provider (creator or same organization) at any time
(EO4-FCT-DescServ-0130/T).

3.2.3 Upload service (UC-UplServ)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for service upload.
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:Service provider

:EO4wildlife
platform

prepare(service_delivery_package)

prepare(test_case, product, all parameters for test run, expected outputs)

service metadata exists and is
in TO_VALIDATE state

upload_service(serviceID, delivery_package, test_case_package)
service is
TO_UPLOAD
store_service(serviceID, delivery_package, test_case_package)
notify_upload(ok)
service is
UPLOADED

service stored on a private space
for services waiting for validation

Figure 20: Sequence diagram – upload service
In order to upload a service, the service provider is connected to the EO4wildlife system and provides the
service identifier, a package containing all components of the service and a package containing all
information for test purpose (test case, inputs, outputs expected).
The delivery package shall contain:


a Docker image of the processing service, which corresponds to the processing service that be
actually deployed



a folder containing all files for test purposes :
o

test case description

o

input files

o

expected output files

A requirement for a service to be uploaded on the platform is the service metadata existence in order to
associate the service with its metadata.
The service is in ‘TO_UPLOAD’ state when the service provider asks to upload the service. It is stored on the
platform. The service is in ‘UPLOADED’ state until the service is validated by the administrator (EO4-FCTUplServ-0160/T).
The service is ready for test (see Test the uploaded service (UC-TstServ)).

3.3 Discover, run and display
3.3.1 Discover product (UC-DiscProd)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for product discovery.
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:End user

:EO4wildlife
platform

User is connected to
EO4wildlife platform

Criteria can be
-Product type: ocean, atmosphere, sea ice
-Variable: physical or biological identifier
-Temporal resolution: frequency at which are computed
the product instances
-Geographical resolution: product grid resolution
-Product level: L2, L3, L4, etc
-Period: begin and end dates
-Geographical area: min/max longitude, min/max latitude

request_product_catalogue(criteria)
process_request(criteria)

display_results()

optional - display product

for each product:
-The product name
-A brief description of the product,
-The time coverage
-A quick look of the product if available.
-The Display option to display the product
-The download option to access the product
-A “More Info” option gives access to the full
description of the product.

Ref

display product

optional - extract product
Ref

extract product after discovery

Figure 21: Sequence diagram – discover product
User performs a query on EO4wildlife product catalog with a set of criteria, and results are displayed in HMI
as a list. Only the products validated are displayed to the user (EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0180/T). This list can be
displayed in a friendly way to allow sorts by name, time coverage (EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0170/T).
User can display each product through display tools (see section 3.3.4).
User can also extract the product (EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0190/T) and either save it locally or inside its
EO4wildlife private workspace (add into his bookmarks for a temporary storage). The extracted data should
be less than 1 GB (EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0200/T). The following diagram displays an operational sequence for
product extraction after a discovery.
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sd [Use Case] Display & Online tools [extract_after_discover]
:End user

:EO4wildlife platform

User has discovered a product

optional - extract product
extractProduct(product_ID)
downloadProduct(product_accessURL, accessCredentials)

extractedProduct()

alternative

[save locally]

save_locally(extracted_product)

save_locally(extracted_product)
[save on EO4wildlife]
save_to_user_private_workspace(extracted_product)
storeFiles(XX days)

notify(files deleted in X days)

Figure 22: Sequence diagram – Extract after discovery

3.3.2 Discover service (UC-DiscServ)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for service discovery.
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:End user

:EO4wildlife platform

User is connected to
EO4wildlife system

Service metadata is
validated
Service is ready

request_services(criteria)
process_criteria(criteria)
display_results()

optional - save service into a cart
save_into_a_cart(service ID list)
save_into_cart(user info, services)

Criteria can be :
-Category: turtle, birds, marine mammals, fish,
protected marine area
-Service type: track processing, filter, behavior
monitoring, thematic (TBC).
-Service Provider: body in charge of the delivery of
the service: IT Inovation, CLS, ATOS, …
-Output Protocol/Formats : wms, wfs, ftp, netcdf, pdf

For each service, the following is displayed :
- service ID
- service name
- description
- access to a detailed description ("More info"
button)

services are available
for future run in user
private cart

Figure 23: Sequence diagram – discover service
User is connected to EO4wildlife and performs a query on service catalog (EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0210/T).
Services that respect these criteria and are in validated state are displayed (EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0220/T).
User can select a service and save it into a cart for future use inside a workflow. Another possibility for the
user is to save the service in his bookmarks (EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0230/T). This service is then available to the
user from his list of bookmarks for a future run.

3.3.3 Run Service (UC-RunServ)
3.3.3.1 Run a service
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for service run.
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:End user

:EO4wildlife
platform

connect(EO4wildlife user credentials)
notify(connected)

Ref
discover service or select from bookmarks

services are selected

define_workflow(services)
check_workflow()

Ref
discover or upload input product

launch service
run_service(service workflow, input product, auxiliary data description, parameters)
compute_time_and_area_of_interest()
check_availability_of_auxiliary_data()

optional

[several choices of auxiliary data]
display_auxiliary_data(criteria)

auxiliary_data_selection()

launch_service(service workflow, input data, auxiliary data, parameters, user)

save_to_user_private_space(results, input data description, auxiliary data description, parameters )
notify(results_URL)

results and all configuration associated to this
service run are saved to user private space as
a ZIP file named after service run unique
identifier temporarily
get_results(results_URL)
result_file()

Figure 24: Sequence diagram – run service
Once connected to EO4wildlife, the user needs to select service(s) to be run through either service
discovery (see section 3.3.2) or selection from bookmarks.
User can then define a service as a workflow of services that is checked by the system (consistency) (EO4FCT-RunServ-0250/T, EO4-FCT-RunServ-0260/T). The output of a step shall indeed be compliant with the
input of the following step. Moreover, required parameters and auxiliary data shall be defined and
available. Typically, the workflow can be composed of thematic and global services (EO4-FCT-RunServ0270/T). This new service can be saved in his bookmarks.
Then the user needs to select the input product through product discovery or file upload and selection. A
run can be executed for 100 million input positions (EO4-FCT-RunServ-0330/T).
The service can then be launched with input data, workflow description, parameters (EO4-FCT-RunServ0240/T).
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Time of interest and area of interest are computed according to input product and parameters, and
auxiliary data are automatically selected, except if several choices are available. In this case, user is asked to
perform the selection.
At the end of a service run, an archive is stored temporarily in a read-only directory into user private
workspace and a notification is sent to the user (EO4-FCT-RunServ-0290/T).
Note: By default, the file is available on the directory up to 30 days. This duration is configurable.
This archive is named after the run identifier (EO4-FCT-RunServ-0290/T) and contains:


The execution outputs



The full workflow definition, including parameters, input product and auxiliary data references.

The notification contains the URL of the archive file and the deadline for downloading this file.
The user can then download this archive file that stores all information about this run.
The user can visualize the history of all runs he made (EO4-FCT-RunServ-0310/T).

3.3.3.2 Reuse a workflow definition for a new run
The archive file available after a service run contains all necessary information to run the same service
again with the same workflow definition, including input product, auxiliary data and parameters (EO4-FCTRunServ-0300/T).
The behaviour is the same whether or not thematic platform data is involved.
Once connected into EO4wildlife website, from a dedicated menu, the user loads the run configuration file
from the archive obtained after the former run.
The file is stored temporarily into user private workspace.
Note: By default, the file is available on the directory up to 30 days. This duration is configurable.
EO4wildlife website provides the possibility to load such a former run configuration file when defining
configuration of a service run (parameters, input, auxiliary data) before actual launching, and to update the
configuration before calling the effective run of the service in a standard way.
The following sequence diagram describes this behaviour:
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:End user

:EO4wildlife
platform

user is connected to EO4wildlife
platform

user has stored result from a former run
(result file and run configuration file)

load(result_configuration_file)
save_to_user_private_space(user,result_configuration_file)

configure_run_service_from_previous_run(result_configuration_file_path)
displayHMI()
update_parameters()

Ref
launch service

Figure 25: Sequence diagram – run a service again

3.3.4 Display and on-line tools (UC-Display)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for data display.
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sd [Use Case] Display & Online tools [display_through_online_tools]
:End user

:EO4wildlife platform

User is connected on
EO4wildlife platform

alternative

[data display URL exists]
display_url(URL)

select_display_menu()

[data is available on user private worksapce]

display_local_file(file_URL)
load_local_file(file_URL)

compute_layers(results)

process_overlay()

display_results_with_overlay()
optional - recursive - Apply tools on layers
select_layer(layer)
filter(available_tools, layer)
available_tools_for_layer()
select_tool(tool) and perform associated action
apply_tool(tool, parameters)

A manual validation
of the tool
application is
performed
process_tool_application(layer, tool, parameters)

display_results_with_overlay()
optional - filter input tracking data

[tracking data is displayed]

filter_tracks_time_and_area_of_interest(tracks, start time, end time, area )
apply_filter(tracks, start time, end time, area)

Area can be :
- complete or part of track
- in the area defined by
the elliptic errors around
the track
- over a rectangle area

process_display()
display_results_with_overlay()

optional - display animation
select_mobiles_to_animate(mobiles)
select_tracking_period(start, end)
launch_animation()

restrict_mobiles_tracking_period(mobiles, start, end)

process_animation()
display_results_with_animation()

Figure 26: Sequence diagram – display through online tools
The display of data is available in two cases:


After a product discovery



After a service run

The display can then be accessed in two different ways. Either the user has access to a display URL after a
service run or after a product discovery or such an URL is not available. The second case can be
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encountered, for example, when data has been uploaded from thematic platform in the user private
workspace. In this case, the user asks for a display by providing the URL to the local file.
In each case, the display consists then in the display of the data. In case, of the output of a service, the
results are displayed by default in a single tab with an overlay of layers. The display URLs, provided as a
result of a service, consist of URLs for each output to be displayed in distinct tabs and an URL to display all
outputs in a single tab (EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T).
User can apply tools on layer. These tools can be the configuration of layers, thematic tools or generic tools
as described in deliverable D1.1 Use Case Scenarios [1] (EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T, EO4-FCT-Display-0360/T,
EO4-FCT-Display-0390/T, EO4-FCT-Display-0420/T, EO4-FCT-Display-0430/T). Only the available tools for
the selected layer will be available.
User can filter tracks on spatial and temporal area. From a spatial point of view, an area can be defined
along the complete or part of a track, in the area defined by the elliptic errors around the track or over an
area he creates as a rectangle (EO4-FCT-Display-0370/T).
User can animate mobiles along a time bar (EO4-FCT-Display-0380/T).
The user can extract the displayed data, filtered by the previously mentioned online tools, in different
format (netCDF, CSV, KML/KMZ, PNG/JPES, PDF) (EO4-FCT-Display-0410/T). The following diagram displays
an operational sequence for data extraction after a run service. After the run of a service, the user indeed
gets the display URLs to access to the display of the results and the extraction is then available from this
display. The user can extract the displayed data locally or into his user private workspace (add into his
bookmarks for a temporary storage).
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sd [Use Case] Display & Online tools [extract_after_run]
:End user

:EO4wildlife platform

User has run a service and displayed
the input, output or auxiliary data

filterData(product_ID, filtering tools, parameters)

process_filtering()
display(filtered_data)

extract data

define_extraction_file_format_and_spatial_resolution(result_file_format, resolution)
launch_extract()

process_extraction_and_interpolation()

transform(result_file_format)

extracted_product()
alternative

[save locally]
save_locally(extracted_data)
save_locally(extracted_data)

[save on EO4wildlife]
save_to_user_private_workspace(extracted_product)
save_in_user_private_workspace(files, XX days)
notify(file deleted in X days)

Figure 27: Sequence diagram – Extract after run

3.4 Administration
3.4.1 Validate product or service metadata (UC-ValMeta)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for product validation:
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:Administrator

:EO4wildlife
platform

:Product provider

get_product_metadata_to_validate()
display_metadata_to_validate()
check(productID, metadata)

validate(productID, metadata)

publish_to_catalogue()

notify(product available)
Product is
available for
discovery

Figure 28: Sequence diagram – validate product
The products have to be validated by the administrator before being available for discovery to all users
(EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0440/T). The administrator can list the products in ‘TO_VALIDATE’ state and after
checking the metadata of a product, in terms of shared vocabularies for example (EO4-FCT-ValMeta0450/T), he can validate this product. The product is then published to the catalog and in ‘VALIDATE’ state,
available for discovery. The product provider is notified about the product available.
The nominal case of service validation is described in the “test uploaded service” operational scenario. See
section 3.4.3.
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for validation of a service in INVALID state:
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:Administrator

:EO4wildlife
platform

:Service provider

Service is READY and service
metadata is INVALID
get_invalid_services()
display_metadata_to_validate()
check(serviceID, metadata)

validate(serviceID, metadata)

publish_to_catalogue()

notify(service available)
Service is
available for
discovery

Figure 29: Sequence diagram – validate service
The administrator can list the service metadata in ‘INVALID’ state for which the service is ‘READY’. After
checking the metadata of the service, the administrator can validate the service metadata in terms of
shared vocabularies for example (EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0450/T). The metadata are published again to the
catalogue. The service is then available for discovery and the service provider is notified about the service
being available (EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0440/T).

3.4.2 Invalidate product or service metadata (UC-InvMeta)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for product invalidation:
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:Administrator

:EO4wildlife
platform

productID has already
been obtained through
"discover product "

:Product provider

Product is available
for discovery

invalidate_product(productID)

invalidate(productID)

notify(product invalid)
Product is no
more available
for discovery

Figure 30: Sequence diagram – invalidate product
The administrator can invalidate product metadata. In this case, the product is no more available for
discovery and moves from ‘VALIDATED’ to ‘INVALID’ state (EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0460/T).
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for service invalidation:
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:Service provider

:EO4wildlife
platform

serviceID has already
been obtained through
"discover service"

Service is available
for discovery

invalidate_service(serviceID)

invalidate(serviceID)

undeploy_service(serviceID)
notify(service_invalid)
Service is no
more available
for discovery

Figure 31: Sequence diagram – invalidate service
The administrator can invalidate a service and its metadata. In this case, the service is no more available for
discovery and undeployed (EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0460/T).

3.4.3 Test the uploaded service (UC-TstServ)
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for service upload.
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:Administrator

:EO4wildlife
platform

:Service provider

service metadata exists and is
in TO_VALIDATE state
service is
UPLOADED
check_services_to_be_validated()
list(services in UPLOADED state)
getService(serviceID)
Perform tests
externally first

Then perform tests
on actual platform

service(delivery_package, test_case_package)
testService(delivery_package, test_case_package)

deployService(delivery_package )
deploy_service(serviceID, delivery_package)
notify(deploy OK)
runService(serviceID, test_case_package_parameters)
run_results()
compare_with_expected_results()
test_OK()
validateService()
validateMetadata(serviceID)
notify(service ready) notify(service ready)

service is READY
service metadata is VALIDATED
service is available for discovery

Figure 32: Sequence diagram – test uploaded service
Once service is described and uploaded (but not deployed), the administrator can test. After selecting a
service among the list of uploaded services, the administrator can first test it on a sandbox area (external to
the EO4wildlife platform) used for testing purposes only.
Services shall not be deployed into EO4wildlife platform before this first testing phase, for security issues.
Service package, associated to test case scenarios description, input data and expected results allow the
administrator to perform the tests.
Once test is successful on the external test environment, the administrator can deploy the service on the
actual platform, and perform the tests and result comparison on the actual platform.
During this test phase, service is available for discovery and running only to administrator.
Once this test phase is successful, the administrator publishes the service:


Service metadata is validated;



Service becomes available for discovery to other users (EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0470/T).
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Both administrator and service provider are notified of the successful service availability. Service is now
READY.

3.4.4 Manage the users (UC-ManUser)
The administrator can create, update and delete users (EO4-FCT-manUser-0480/T).
The
following diagram displays an operational sequence for user creation.
sd [Use Case] Manage the users [create_user]
:Administrator

:EO4wildlife
platform

:End user

create_user(id, name, organization, profiles, login)
create_user(id, name, organization, profiles, login)

notify()
notify(account created, initial password)

Figure 33: Sequence diagram – create user
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for user update.
sd [Use Case] Manage the users [update_user]
:Administrator

:EO4wildlife
platform

:End user

update_user_info(id, new_profiles)
update_user_access(id, new profiles)

notify()
notify(new profile available)

Figure 34: Sequence diagram – update user
The following diagram displays an operational sequence for user deletion.
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sd [Use Case] Manage the users [delete_user]
:Administrator

:EO4wildlife
platform

delete_user(user_id)
ask_confirmation()
confirm()
perform_delete(user_id)

notify()

Figure 35: Sequence diagram – delete user
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4 Conclusion
This document describes an overview of the architecture of EO4wildlife system, presenting current
SparkInData components and their usage in EO4wildlife context.
The architecture needs to be detailed with the design of EO4wildlife dedicated components or adapters,
concerning data connectors and catalogues, processing services and HMI design.
Operational scenarios detail the sequences associated to the use cases from D1.1 [1]. These sequences will
also be detailed after full design of EO4wildlife components in order to detail the interactions between the
internal EO4wildlife components.
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Annex 1: Coverage of the use cases by the operational scenarios
Use cases
UC-DescProd
UC-DescServ
UC-UplServ
UC-DiscProd
UC-DiscServ
UC-RunServ
UC-Display
UC-ValMeta
UC-InvMeta
UC-TstServ
UC-ManUser

Operational scenarios
Describe product
Describe service
Upload service
Discover product
Extract after discovery
Discover service
Run service
Run again service
Display through online tools
Extract after run
Validate product
Validate service
Invalidate product
Invalidate service
Test uploaded service
Create user
Update user
Delete user

Table 3: Coverage matrix - Use cases / Operational scenarios
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Extract after discovery

Discover service

Run service

Run again service

Display through online tools

Extract after run

Validate product

Validate service

Invalidate product

Invalidate service

Test uploaded service

Create user

Update user

Delete user

X
X
X
X

Discover product

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Upload service

Describe service

EO4-FCT-GEN-0010/T
EO4-FCT-GEN-0020/T
EO4-FCT-GEN-0030/T
EO4-FCT-GEN-0040/T
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0050/T
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0060/T
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0070/T
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0080/T
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0090/T
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0100/T
EO4-FCT-DescServ-0110/T
EO4-FCT-DescServ-0120/T
EO4-FCT-DescServ-0130/T
EO4-FCT-DescServ-0140/T
EO4-FCT-DescServ-0150/T
EO4-FCT-UplServ-0160/T
EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0170/T
EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0180/T
EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0190/T

Describe product

Annex 2: Coverage of the requirements by the operational scenarios

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
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X
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X
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X
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X
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X
X

X
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X
X
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EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0200/T
EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0210/T
EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0220/T
EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0230/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0240/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0250/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0260/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0270/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0280/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0290/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0300/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0310/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0320/T
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0330/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0360/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0370/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0380/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0390/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0400/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0410/T
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Delete user

Update user

Create user

Test uploaded service

Invalidate service

Invalidate product

Validate service

Validate product

Extract after run

Display through online tools

Run again service

Run service

Discover service

Extract after discovery

Discover product

Public

Upload service

Describe service

Describe product
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Update user

Delete user

X

Create user

X

Test uploaded service

X
X

Invalidate service

X
X

Invalidate product

Validate service

Extract after run

Display through online tools

Run again service

Run service

Discover service

Extract after discovery

Discover product

Upload service

Public

Validate product

EO4-FCT-Display-0420/T
EO4-FCT-Display-0430/T
EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0440/T
EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0450/T
EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0460/T
EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0470/T
EO4-FCT-manUser-0480/T

Describe service

Describe product
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X

X

X

X
X

X

Table 4: Coverage matrix - Operational scenarios / Requirements
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